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This is a response to a report of a speech by the Dalai Lama, forwarded to me (and others) by 

my cousin, the esteemed Professor Emeritus of English at UCLA (declared one of the top 100 

Professors in UCLA history in the past century!) 

I've read a lot of the Dalai Lama, Chuck... 

    Did you know he sanctified the Herron Beach here on Puget Sound with a visit to Kyle Chapman,  

(or maybe someone else) at Kyle's summer beach place? 

    The Dalai Lama’s emergence as a spokesperson for a growing world religious view has found 

considerable support in the "emerging church" movement. It is expressly inclusive, both religiously 

and culturally, with participation from most all groups, particularly those that have been marginalized, 

like gays and lesbians, for instance. 

    His theological views are not all that far from most of those of "Progressive Christianity" which 

understands "theism" far differently than most people do in using the term "god."  

    I would be interested in hearing how he responds to the belief by some people that he is actually 

an incarnation of previous Dalai Lama's. Such an extraordinary situation sets him apart from the 

hierarchy of spiritual guru's but puts him on a footing with Moses and the Prophets and Jesus and 

Muhammad and even Brigham Young and Joseph Smith. 

    I think the inclusive spiritual views that include all beliefs and practices based on compassion, 

justice and peace, whether the product of religion or not, welcome the Dalai Lama as an ally. Of 

course, those groups whose mission is to win the world to their particular view of spiritual superiority 

distance themselves from him. 

    A major interesting trend that has been emerging in the last 25 years or so, largely unnoticed as 

"major," is a movement that exists both inside and outside organized religion. It has been called this 

nation's "Fourth Great Awaking." I caught an example in a report of a gathering called "The Wild 

Goose Festival Camp Meeting," held in Durham, North Carolina. (I believe that is the Durham first 

made famous by our ancestor and philosophy professor, Charles Baylis). The report probably can be 

Googled up or found in the most recent issue of Christian Century for August 9. 

    Even Evangelicals are getting shaken up a bit. It's not made big time news, but there are numerous 

Evangelicals speaking like new Dalai Lama's. Well, not quite. For instance Rob Bell, who preaches to 

about 10,000 people a Sunday in his Michigan church. He was touched off when thinking about the 

assertion from another evangelical that Mahatma Gandhi was suffering in hell because he was not a 

Christian. That fits evangelical theology, but as Bell thought about it, he had an "Oh, really?" moment. 

Bell remains an evangelical Christian, but he's moved the game onto a new field when he makes God 

more Christlike and inclusive than too many Christians do. (See Peter Martin's article in Christian 

Century,  that reviews Bell's book, "Love Wins," May 17.) 

    There are just a lot of people who refuse to be rounded up and branded with anyone's exclusive 

label, whether Buddhist, Hindu, Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Theosophist or even atheist, yet who are 

bonded in spirit to the best ideas and ideals that rise out of all of them. 

    I didn't mean to write such a long response, but you unplugged one of my idea departments. 

Sorry...and blessings...and thanks for sharing thoughts that speak to you as well as many others. 

May the Force be…Strike that. It may be from another religion. 
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